WHEN MAKING CONNECTIONS
YOU DEFINITELY WANT TO HEAR IT

ROGER™ DIGITAL WIRELESS OPTION AVAILABLE! NEW
MED-EL introduces another innovative benefit for new recipients:
The Roger Pen and Roger 21 Receiver from Phonak will now be offered as an option in all new system purchases that include a SONNET!
It's the ideal solution for an all-inclusive digital listening experience with Bluetooth™ connectivity.

This sleek wireless microphone helps deliver speech understanding in noise and over distance. Together with the Roger 21 receiver, it features adaptive wireless transmission, fully automated settings, wideband audio Bluetooth for cell phone use, TV connectivity and an audio input for multimedia use.

Clear, digital sound is wirelessly streamed from the Pen’s microphone to the Roger 21 receiver.
ROGER 21

Roger 21 is a battery pack cover with an integrated receiver which can be used with SONNET. When paired with the Roger Pen (or other Roger-compatible microphones), it sends sound directly into the audio processor.

Whether you are in a classroom, business meeting, or a noisy restaurant, the Roger system provides a great solution for listening and understanding. This wireless technology streams sound right to your ears, through a microphone and an integrated receiver in your SONNET Audio Processor.